Vilonece Can Sometimes Kill You

It was a school day; the boy was coming out of school. Then 5-6 boys came over in his direction holding wood, it looked like a square 3D prism. The boy didn't know what was going to happen. And then when the group of boys finally came close to him, BAM! One of them hit him with the wood. When he tried to get up, they started to beat him with it. People tried calling the police to stop them, people tried to stop them but they couldn't. But by the time the police came the boy was already beaten to death. The group of boys got arrested and went to jail.

The parents and friends got affected by the vilonece that those boys did. Because of vilonece it killed that boy, and he was a kid just like you and me. He hardly
I wish he could've been somebody, a doctor, a lawyer, or something, but he can't now because he's cleared because of violence. Think before you do because it can backfire. Most people don't know why the group of boys did it and some people do. Violence can affect us in so many ways, some we don't even know. Sometimes violence can kill us.
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